GASES DIVISION

REFRIGERATION PRODUCTS

REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

REFRIGERATION TOOL BOX
ORDER NUMBER 333114
contains: carrying case, 2–way manifold, refrigerant
charging hoses set (3pcs), adjustable wrench 12”,
flaring tool, tube cutter, inner-outer reamer, ratchet
wrench, refrigerants adaptors set (3pcs).

333114

INFRARED THERMOMETER
ORDER NUMBER 333109
10mm LCD (3 digits) and temperature range of –42!C
– +480!C.
333109

4-WAY MANIFOLD IN PROTECTIVE. CASE
ORDER NUMBER 333092
4 valve manifold with superior refrigerant metering capabilities and maximum unrestricted refrigerant flow.
333092

2-WAY MANIFOLD SET
ORDER NUMBER 333091
Suitable for use with all kinds of refrigerants.

CHARGING HOSES SET 3x1.8mtr, 1/4”
ORDER NUMBER 333093
Flexible 3pcs high quality hoses set at 3,000psi bursting pressure.

333091

REFRIGERANTS ADAPTORS SET
ORDER NUMBER 525255
Brass made adaptors of most common conversion
requirements.

333093

525255
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TUBE CUTTER
ORDER NUMBER 333117
Heavy duty CUTTER for 1/8” to 1 1/8” pipes.
Equipped with a spare cutting blade.

333117

FLARING TOOL
ORDER NUMBER 333116
A high quality 450 Diamond type FLARING TOOL, for
use with tubes of 3/16” to 5/8” O.D.

333116

INNER-OUTER REAMER
ORDER NUMBER 333118
Zinc body INNER-OUTER REAMER, for reaming both
inside and οutside edges of tubing.
For use with tubes of ¼” to 1 5/8” O.D.

333118

RATCHET WRENCH 3/16”, 1/4”, 9/16”, 1/2”
ORDER NUMBER 333115
4 Sizes Ratchet Wrench:
3/16” square, 1/4”, 9/16”, 1/2” hex ratchet.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH 12”

333115

333119

ORDER NUMBER 333119
Universal adjustable wrench, up to 12”

HAND OIL PUMP

333110

ORDER NUMBER 333110
Hand operated oil pump for refrigeration systems.

MARICHEM MARIGASES Worldwide Services or any subsidiary or associated companies warranties of merchantability and competence, if any, along with
any expressed warranties concerning this merchandise, shall not be actionable or pertinent or effective if the good is used contrarily or differently to the directions herein and in no other way due to impending hazards from inappropriate use of the good explained herein. Merchandise might vary insubstantially
depending on country of origin. The information provided concerning merchandise is exclusively presented to the customer.

MARIGASES®
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ELECTRONIC LEAK DETECTOR
ORDER NUMBER 333106
Microprocessor control with advanced digital signal
processing. Detects ALL refrigerants. Spare sensors
(2pcs) and protective carrying case included.

ELECTRONIC CHARGING SCALE
ORDER NUMBER 333104
High capacity refrigerant charging/recovery scale.

VACUUM GAUGE, DIGITAL
ORDER NUMBER 333105
Advanced measurement with digital readout on
large LCD.

MARICHEM MARIGASES Worldwide Services or any subsidiary or associated companies warranties of merchantability and competence, if any, along with
any expressed warranties concerning this merchandise, shall not be actionable or pertinent or effective if the good is used contrarily or differently to the directions herein and in no other way due to impending hazards from inappropriate use of the good explained herein. Merchandise might vary insubstantially
depending on country of origin. The information provided concerning merchandise is exclusively presented to the customer.
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